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Subject: Public Comments on the Climate Ac2on Plan/Urban Forest Plan: Na2ve Shrubs and Grasses Do
Not Qualify as Trees

Date: Sunday, July 3, 2022 at 8:15:40 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Ariane Eroy
To: Wehner, Kyle (ENV)
CC: Walton, Shamann (BOS), Mar, Gordon (BOS), Ronen, Hillary, Preston, Dean (BOS), Chan,

Connie (BOS), Melgar, Myrna (BOS)
A8achments: 1656903456145blob.jpg, 1656903470351blob.jpg

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

I am writing you today, on behalf of  San Francisco, our beautiful, vulnerable City.  That San Francisco
should still be fighting over the role of trees seems backward, yet this is the kind of conflict and
confusion that Climate Deniers too often provoke, as a means of deviating the Public's attention away
from the Emergency, or by strategically derailing discussions, if not disempowering both environmental
activists and Californians.

Firstly, it is essential to understand  that native shrubs and grasses should never be categorized as trees!
 When you read the brief history below, you will understand why we need to clarify our position about
this, moving forward.  In addition, we need to advocate for the conservation--maintenance--of the
trees San Francisco already has (which includes watering many more of them regularly during a
drought, as the City promised to do, but has been failing to do).  We also need to underscore that the
City government has a duty to ensure that the City of San Francisco contributes its fair share to green-
house-gas mitigation.  

Let it be known:

San Francisco has one of the smallest tree canopies of any major city: At only 13.7%, it is a smaller
canopy than even Detroit, Los Angeles, New York City and San Jose. It may be difficult to conjecture
how this could be the case, in a city that claims to be progressive, in a wealthy city facing the Climate
Emergency.

As you know, part of this situation can be traced to Nativism, a populist movement which floods the
for-profit media with spurious studies, false narratives, and anecdotal articles, relentlessly conditioning
the Public to grow terrified of trees, if not hate forests. Employing the same bigoted tropes that were
employed against Native Americans and immigrants for the past 500 years, Nativists denounce local
trees as “non-native”, “invasive” and “dangerous.”  While such language must be considered an act of
projection, as humanity is the invasive species par excellence, Nativists uncannily focus their ire on
mature and towering trees, trees such as Eucalyptus and Monterey Pines. By denigrating the most
drought-resistant and well-adapted, local trees, they ensure that the trees can be more easily killed,
without awakening the Public's notice or protest.  

Despite the lack of scientific rigor, Nativism dominates in the halls of our local and state government
agencies.  In 2017, for example, the SF Planning Commission created the Recreation and Open Space
Element, (ROSE 4.2). This bill has permitted: 1) the razing of healthy, vitally alive trees and 2) their
replacement with native shrubs. 

This has endangered not only the trees gracing our sidewalks, but healthy trees in many of San
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Francisco’s largest parks and on public lands. Moreover, the Commission redefined “urban forest” to
include not only trees but also “other vegetation”, which has empowered some within City Departments
to have the mendacity to count native shrubs and scruffy plants as urban trees.  

Because the San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department (SFRPD), The Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) and the Department of the Environment (DOE) all recognize how controversial
these actions are, they failed to report these projects by name or to provide any definitive numbers
when they testified before the Board of Supervisors Public Safety and Neighborhood Services
Committee hearing on November 14, 2019. I personally attended this Committee meeting and observed
the PUC, DOE, and the SFRPD provided vague, duplicitous or misleading testimony that day.   

For example, during the PUC’s entire talk, they proudly displayed a century-old photo of the Laguna
Honda Reservoir under construction, before it was even filled with water, and claimed that the PUC
would be merely removing some trees approaching the Reservoir’s boundaries. Thus they intentionally
failed to display a recent photo that would have revealed that the reservoir area had been substantially
cleared, limiting the diverse tree species--along with their animal habitat--that formerly resided on the
rolling hills nearby.  What follows is a colored photo I took near the reservoir the following month after
the meeting--a photo I sent on to the supervisors in December 2019. 
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From the photo I took, you will see the line down the hillside where the PUC had already removed the
trees.  

This meeting of 5 Board Members was strangely interrupted by a fire drill, and only reconvened 1.5
hours later, with the Committee members not being in full attendance after the drill.  (The meeting took
place before the Covid Pandemic, while much of city politics is occurring outside of City Hall now.)

At that time, the San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department (SFRPD) was insisting that they had
the right to cut down any sapling at any time in the Natural Areas. (Such young trees would be the trees
of the future, if they were allowed to live!) 

Moreover, SFRPD intentionally covered up the extent of their actions, when they claimed that saplings-
-which they categorize as any tree up to 15 feet tall--were “too insignificant” to count or tally. 

Yet these trees are healthy; they are alive; and they number over ten thousand--in fact, they account for
15-30% of all trees locally. 

While young trees are important, older and larger trees are the most important as regards to
climate change. Extant forests store carbon not only throughout their trees’ visible structures but
also throughout their complex root systems and in their soils. Trees hold carbon dioxide equal to
50% of their body weight, and have been shown to sequester 10 times more carbon than
grasslands. As such, mature forests offer some of our greatest hope for our winning the battle
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against climate catastrophe--and human negligence.  

Despite all of this, SFRPD obstinately upholds a nativist position, which can be considered an ethos
that is merely one of special interests that proffers extremist views--if it were not so reckless. In fact,
this department has launched a vendetta to “cleanse’”our public lands of non-native species and
“convert” them to grasslands.

Should you be interested in learning more about the holes in Nativist arguments against “invasive”
plants, you might consider reading these 2 articles:

https://gardeninggrannysgardenpages.blogspot.com/p/on-this-page-are-general-articles-on.html

https://www.resilience.org/stories/2020-05-29/what-is-a-native-plant-in-a-changing-world/

The rise of populism worldwide is based on dwindling resources, and massive displacement--largely
caused by gross economic disparity, climate chaos, and America’s militarism. Ordinarily populism
creates diverse means to accentuate inequality, while it employs divide-and-conquer politics as a means
of enhancing anxiety, confusion and disequilibrium. It is in just such a way that certain vested interests
attempt to heighten anxiety and rage, only to redirect and channel these negative emotions, while
promoting violence and rising authoritarianism. In this way, some populist leaders extend their hold on
power, promote the commodification of all things, or merely deviate the public discourse from the most
pressing and important issues of our day, such as climate disruption. In this way, they imagine that the
status quo could continue to remain unquestioned and intact--even when it promotes injustices of all
kinds. 

Nativism is a form of populism.  Arguing for the superiority of some species, Nativists are
promoting a form of eugenics. And when Nativists argue for the razing of mature Eucalyptus,
they are effectively denying the role that deforestation plays in accelerating catastrophic climate
change.  

At present, the SFRPD with its proponents of the "Natural Areas Program" continue to raze trees
gracing our public parks, while they claim that they will “replace” the trees they remove. They aim to
achieve this mathematical feat of removing and replanting thousands of slow growing, towering,
majestic, hardwood trees by simply re-categorizing grasses and shrubs as trees. They admit that:
 “…the trees in the San Francisco Natural Areas would be replaced with either native trees or other
native vegetation, such as native scrub or grassland species.” These kind of calculations seem
disingenuous. 

In addition, SFRPD is not only pulling down healthy trees, but removing large swaths of parkland from
public access. This can be considered an early stage of appropriation. (This harkens back to a time
when the English countryside was cordoned off in the 18th century, when the peasants were prevented
from grazing their sheep on the Commons.) By removing 95% of the area under the Natural Areas
Program from public access, SNRAMP not only destroys natural habitat for wildlife but also obstructs
San Franciscans’ ability to find sanctuary and solace in an increasingly competitive and densely
populated city. (In psychological studies, overcrowding has been shown to enhance crime and violence,
while trees have been credited with enhancing traffic safety and good neighborliness.)

While trees have yet to be protected under a Declaration of Nature’s Rights, this does not signify Nature

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://gardeninggrannysgardenpages.blogspot.com/p/on-this-page-are-general-articles-on.html___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo0NDQ1Y2I2NjVmNWY3MjkzMGVkMGE3MjRjYzRhM2NiNDo2OmNhYTY6N2I0OGUzMDRhMWZhYjhiNGEwNDRlNjE0OGNiYjMwYWQ2ZDgyNWZlNTY2ZTE5YTE4YzNjNGFhMGFmYWFlYmYxODpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://www.resilience.org/stories/2020-05-29/what-is-a-native-plant-in-a-changing-world/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo0NDQ1Y2I2NjVmNWY3MjkzMGVkMGE3MjRjYzRhM2NiNDo2Ojk4ZmM6Y2QwNjQ3YzdiYTk4NTkwNzY4M2Q5NWYyODhkMmUwN2M2ODZkMmI2MzQ1ZGUzYTVlOGUyMDRkNmFmMmZjY2RjZjpoOlQ
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is insignificant, though voiceless. The Recreation and Open Space Element (ROSE, 4.2), The
Significant Natural Resources Area Management Plan (SNRAMP), and The Urban Master Plan, all
need to be repealed and/or defunded. Moreover, we need to set up a neutral body to monitor the
Planning Commission over time, as its mission statement, with its certification of the "Natural Area’s
Program" [a.k.a. SNRAMP], exposes its government-paid workers as both fundamentalist and short-
sighted, if not reckless. These city departments’ eradication of healthy, extant trees on our public lands
defies our most basic understanding of the importance, the urgency, of the climate crisis that besets us
all. 

Our very future is threatened.  Throughout history those who have committed genocide--or ecocide--
have generally minimized or misrepresented the seriousness of their actions. They exploit propaganda
to condition the populace that their actions are good. Yet they deny the very life of those whom they
enslave, of those whose lands they appropriate, of those whom they harm and kill. 

Nativism needs to exposed for what it is:  Not merely as bigoted and reactionary, but also as a program
employed by developers and the politicians they finance to capitalize on valuable property.  Eucalyptus
trees have graced the Bay Area for over a century, where they are well-adapted to the increasingly hot,
dry climate.  While the trees do not reproduce independently (as the seeds need a frost before
germinating), most of the trees are over a century old.  So what is the Eucalyptus' crime?  That they can
live to be 500-years-old on highly coveted land.  

Every day of their lives, trees work for us, giving us all they have:  their fruit, seeds, shade, beauty--
and oxygen. Meanwhile they sequester our carbon dioxide, de-escalate rising temperatures, and clean
the air of particulates....Towering, majestic Eucalyptus trees belong to our community.  They are our
friends, our neighbors.  It is time to recognize that their lives, their destiny, is intertwined with our very
own.

Sincerely yours,
Ariane Eroy, Ph. D.

"It is right to repeat about the sickness of the planet. It is right to understand the desert as the shame of
humanity. It is right to direct one’s thinking toward nature. It is right to turn one’s thought to the task of
cooperation with nature. It is right to recognize that to plunder nature is to squander the treasures of the
people. It is right to rejoice at nature as the refuge from fiery epidemics. He who does not think about
nature does not know the Abode of Spirit." 
Helena Roerich
Fiery world 1 (1933)
No. 530/page 292
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Subject:  Document to be submitted for 7/5/22 Urban Forestry Council Planning and Funding meeting 
about SF Tree Planting (and conservation) 

Date:  Monday, July 4, 2022 at 11:34:03 AM Pacific Daylight Time 
From:  Ariane Eroy 
To:  Wehner, Kyle (ENV)  
 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from 
untrusted sources.  

 
 
Please include —along with my email comment— as documentation for the Public 
Record.  Note well:  In the Board of Supervisors New Budget, no monies were slated for 
planting, watering, and maintaining SF street trees nor trees on government property—despite 
the voters’ mandate that they be required to do so.  Such monies are desperately needed to 
address Climate Chaos.   
 
(Contrast this mean-spirited budget with the $20 million slated for StreetTreeSF —millions 
designated merely for pruning, for sidewalk repaving, and for tree removal.)  
 
Will the tax monies of our wealthy City be handled for the Public Good now, and shall the City 
Departments critically prepare for the difficult times inevitably lying ahead —for all San 
Franciscans?  This question will be partially answered today, every day, and at this July 5th 
meeting 2022.  
 
From Conservation Sense and Nonsense: 
 

“Restoring Our Forests by Trusting in 
Nature” 
 
“The world’s forests will be restored not by trying to recreate the past, but by providing the 
space for such forests to find their own new future.” –Fred Pearce 
 
Fred Pearce is the author of The New Wild, which challenged the conventional 
wisdom that native species are inherently superior to non-native species and 
the closely related assumption that all non-native species are competitors of 
native species.  The New Wild is the most effective of the many critiques of 
invasion biology, which made his latest book required reading (for me).     

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/milliontrees.me/2015/06/26/retreat-from-invasion-biology-becomes-a-stampede/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo1MjE1Yjc5NDUxZTJlYjIzODE1YTIxMjMwMWIxMWM2NTo2OjRjNDI6NjkzMmNlMzY2MGYxMDRmZWE5MmYwMzU4MGZhNWIwMGE1ZWY5YmIyZTNhZjhjMGU0MmRlYTQ0ZGY1NjViMTIzMzpoOlQ
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https://milliontrees.files.wordpress.com/2022/06/trillion-trees-pic.jpg
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A Trillion Trees:  Restoring Our Forests by Trusting in Nature (1) examines the 
popular notion that planting one trillion trees around the world can deliver us 
from the death grip of climate change.  Once again, Fred Pearce challenges the 
conventional wisdom.  The claim that planting a trillion trees can compensate 
for our continuing burning of fossil fuels is an oversimplification, but with 
much truth at its core. 
 

Forest Accounting:  Debits and Credits 
 

Pearce begins by reminding us of the ecological value of forests and the role 
they play in reducing greenhouse gas emissions causing climate change.  In 
addition to absorbing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere during 
photosynthesis, forests also release water into the atmosphere in the form of 
water vapor.  Trees pump moisture from the ground into their leaves where 
excess moisture is transpired from pores (stomata) in leaves, moistening the 
atmosphere and returning moisture to the Earth as rain.  In a time and place 
where extreme drought is a major issue, this is a strong argument for retaining 
our forests. 
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Source: https://kids.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frym.2019.00147 
 
On a global scale, forests are responsible for carrying moisture from coastal 
forests irrigated by moist sea breezes into drier regions on streams of moisture 
transpired by forests, Pearce calls flying rivers.  Where coastal forests are 
destroyed, this moisture delivery system is interrupted, resulting in drought in 
interior regions.  Observational data confirms this cycle:  “Air coming from 
forested areas delivered more than twice as much rain as deforested areas.  Forests 
make rain; taking them away creates if not deserts, then certainly aridity.” 
 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/kids.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/frym.2019.00147___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo1MjE1Yjc5NDUxZTJlYjIzODE1YTIxMjMwMWIxMWM2NTo2OmNjNGI6ZjJjYjJiYjJkZmVhZDE0YThlNWZkM2YyMjkyYWJhYzQxZjg1OTE0NGVkN2IxNDhjNzNlNTI3YWViMzNiZjA5MTpoOlQ
https://milliontrees.files.wordpress.com/2022/06/flying-river.jpg
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The aerial river of moisture transpired by forests is carried by the wind and 
forests contribute to the wind.  Transpiration emits buoyant water vapor that 
condenses to water as it rises and cools.  Liquid water takes up much less space 
than water vapor, causing a pressure drop where water vapor becomes liquid 
water, resulting in wind. Some scientists believe that this “biotic pump” 
creates stronger wind than the winds that are created by cool ocean breezes 
meeting hot continental air.  These theories are controversial, but Pearce finds 
them credible. 
 
All trees emit volatile organic compounds, commonly abbreviated VOCs. VOCs 
neutralize a chemical known to neutralize methane, resulting in increased 
methane emissions from forests. Methane is the most potent greenhouse gas, 
although it does not persist in the atmosphere as long as carbon dioxide.  
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Source: Wikipedia 
 
Although forests create their own cooling environment with shade and 
moisture, they also absorb heat from the sun.  Albedo is the technical term 
used to measure light reflection and absorption. Because dark colors absorb 
heat and light colors reflect heat, this balance of cooling and heating factors 
varies. In Northern and Southern latitudes where winter snows reflect 
sunlight, dark forest canopies absorb more sunlight than treeless snow-
covered ground.  Likewise, desert sand reflects more light than dark forest 
canopy.  Measuring the net effect of the many intervening factors such as 
albedo on climate change is controversial, even speculative at this time. 
 

Evaluating Planting Projects 
 

Pearce visited tree planting projects around the world and concluded that 
many are counterproductive in the short term and others are not sustainable 
in the long term. 
 

• Some projects are planting plantations of fast growing trees such as 
eucalyptus and pine with the intention of logging them within about 10 
years to produce timber, pulp, or biofuels.  The short term objectives of 
these projects do not address the long term problem of climate change.  

• Some projects are planting single tree species that aren’t necessarily well 
adapted to local conditions.  The resulting monoculture is more 
vulnerable to disease, insects, and changed climate conditions. 

• Many huge projects exist only on paper.  Elaborate plans don’t 
necessarily produce new forests.  

 
Israel’s strong commitment to planting trees on its desert land illustrates the 
pros and cons of tree-planting projects.  Trees are important in Jewish 
culture.  Jews around the world celebrate an annual holiday of trees, Tu 
BiShvat.  A national nonprofit group created in 1901 bought land to support the 
Zionist cause and has planted 250 million trees on a quarter-million acres in 
the desert in what is now Israel.  

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/milliontrees.me/2012/05/28/do-not-destroy-trees-art-and-jewish-thought/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo1MjE1Yjc5NDUxZTJlYjIzODE1YTIxMjMwMWIxMWM2NTo2OmFkMTA6NGE0NWEyYmM4YjRmNTQ4MDc0ZWQzOWY2YzZiMDU4ZDA0N2RhZjAxMGMwODMwN2JhMjliMmU3NzQ3ZTFhYTIxNjpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/milliontrees.me/2012/05/28/do-not-destroy-trees-art-and-jewish-thought/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo1MjE1Yjc5NDUxZTJlYjIzODE1YTIxMjMwMWIxMWM2NTo2OmFkMTA6NGE0NWEyYmM4YjRmNTQ4MDc0ZWQzOWY2YzZiMDU4ZDA0N2RhZjAxMGMwODMwN2JhMjliMmU3NzQ3ZTFhYTIxNjpoOlQ
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Yatir Forest in Israel. Source:  Wikimedia Commons 
 
One such project has planted 4 million Aleppo pines on the slopes of Mount 
Hebron near Tel Aviv since 1964.  Aleppo pines grow naturally in wetter 
Mediterranean regions.  They cope with drought by growing only briefly during 
spring rains in Israel and are dormant during most of the dry, hot year.  There 
are limits to this adaptation.  A year-long drought in 2010 killed 10% of the 
forest.  Because of the slow growth of the forest, the carbon storing capacity of 
the forest has yet to match the heat the forest absorbs that would otherwise be 
reflected by light-yellow desert sands.  Scientists who study this forest do not 
expect the forest to attain net cooling advantage for another 80 years.  There is 
some doubt that the forest will live that long, given rapidly rising temperatures 
and associated drought.  
 

Deforestation and Rewilding 
 

Pearce also visited places where forests are being destroyed in Indonesia, 
South America, and Africa.  In Indonesia, the economic value of the trees 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:GNU_Free_Documentation_License,_version_1.2___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo1MjE1Yjc5NDUxZTJlYjIzODE1YTIxMjMwMWIxMWM2NTo2OjI3OWY6NjlhYWJiOWVkZDkyYzlhYzQ5NzM5ZjY0NTcyY2ZjYWIyYWNkZThlYzYxNzIyODU1NTBiMjA1ZDg4OTAxYWZmZjpoOlQ
https://milliontrees.files.wordpress.com/2022/06/yatir-forest.jpg
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themselves is the primary motivation for destroying forests.  In Brazil, the 
primary goal of deforestation is to convert forests to pastures for livestock and 
agricultural fields for commodity crops that feed animals.  
 
Developed nations have exported much of their agricultural and animal 
production to undeveloped nations.  As agricultural land in developed nations 
is abandoned, forests have regenerated.  In New England, for example forest 
cover was only 30% by the mid-19thcentury after 200 years of timber 
exploitation and clearance of agricultural land.  Industrialization brought 
farmers into cities and marginal agricultural land was abandoned.  Today most 
of New England is forested again.  As that transition from an agricultural to an 
industrial economy was made in developed nations, forests in undeveloped 
nations were destroyed to produce agricultural products exported to 
developed nations.  
 

 
 
Deforestation in Para State, Brazil. Source: Wikimedia Commons 
 
In Brazil, the rewilding of agricultural land is already occurring.  Forests were 
cleared and seeded with grass for cattle pastures, but the poor soil is quickly 
exhausted and grass won’t grow after a couple of years.  These abandoned 
pastures recover their forests even on exhausted soil, but they won’t be mature 

https://milliontrees.files.wordpress.com/2022/06/deforestion-in-brazil.jpg
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rainforests again for many years. When forests cleared for agricultural crops 
lose most of their rainfall, agricultural crops fail. 
 
Pearce visited agricultural communities in Africa that have figured out that it 
isn’t necessary to destroy forests in order to grow crops.  Farmers had to 
ignore the dictates of their government to clear their land before planting 
crops to learn that planting crops within groves of trees is just as 
productive.  The trees provide shade and moisture that shelter crops as well as 
create a more comfortable home for the community.  
 
Forests that are embedded in indigenous communities are more safeguarded 
than forests in so-called protected areas, where indigenous people have been 
evicted.  If forests are sustainably used by the community, the community has 
a direct economic interest in its preservation.  When indigenous people are 
evicted from forests, a handful of salaried rangers can’t provide the same level 
of surveillance, making forests more vulnerable to poaching and corrupt 
encroachment.  People have tended their forests for eons and community 
forestry is an extension of that relationship.  They understand the forest as no 
outsider could.  
 

 Pearce’s Message 
 

Pearce believes that protecting the forests we have and allowing forests to 
regenerate naturally where agricultural land can be abandoned is preferable 
to planting trees because: 
 

• Planting trees where trees have never grown in the past is not likely to 
create a sustainable forest. If soil and climate conditions have not 
supported trees in the past, it is probably an unsuitable location for trees. 

• Huge projects that plant millions of trees are often creating 
monocultures of a single species of fast-growing trees.  Such 
monocultures are vulnerable to pathogens, insect infestations, and 
changes in climate.  Forests that regenerate naturally are more diverse, 
although they aren’t necessarily the same species as in the past because 
of epidemics of pests and pathogens.  “However clever the foresters were, 
the planted trees were less well suited to the space they were occupying than 
those chosen by nature” and “Natural regeneration helps species to shift and 
adapt to climate change.” 

• Newly planted trees require more support than a forest that is 
regenerating from roots and seedbanks.  They must be irrigated while 
they are establishing the fungal networks that give them access to 
moisture in the soil.  They don’t benefit from moisture and carbon 
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resources shared by their mature neighbors.  They aren’t members of an 
existing, sharing community of trees. 

 
Much of what is done in the name of “conservation” is destructive.  Pearce 
makes a strong case for natural recovery rather than active intervention in 
natural processes:  “Most of the fifteen-percent increase in forest cover across the 
eastern United States in the past four decades has come from natural regeneration 
rather than planting.” However, urban areas in America have lost 175,000 acres 
of trees cover each year for the past decade, according to the US Forest 
Service.  We have experienced such loss of our urban forests here in the San 
Francisco Bay Area.  

Bringing it home 
 

Pearce’s message is consistent with my personal experience based on 
observations of tree-planting projects in the San Francisco Bay Area.  Our 
urban forests are being destroyed for many reasons:  to make way for 
development, to reduce fire hazards, and to eradicate non-native trees.  Little 
planting is done when trees are destroyed.  The tree species that are planted are 
often not suitable for the location.  When new trees aren’t irrigated regularly, 
they don’t survive. 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/milliontrees.me/2021/08/01/collaboration-triumphs-over-competition-in-the-forest/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo1MjE1Yjc5NDUxZTJlYjIzODE1YTIxMjMwMWIxMWM2NTo2OmY1NzI6ZTYwYjFkMTJhNThjNTNhMGJiMDA1OGRiM2Y2ZWE4ZDcyNDUxOTBlZDBmOTc5MzBhYWVjYTdjMmUyMTA1YzY1YjpoOlQ
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Point Isabel is one of many parks in the East Bay Regional Park District where 
redwoods have been planted that died because they are not well adapted to places 
where they are directly exposed to salty, ocean winds.  
 
More effort should be devoted to preserving forests because replacing them is 
largely a fiction.  

https://milliontrees.files.wordpress.com/2022/06/pt-isabel-dead-redwoods.jpg
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https://milliontrees.files.wordpress.com/2022/06/p1010110.jpg
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When East Bay Regional Park District acquired Oyster Bay in San Leandro, they destroyed the 
wind breaks of non-native trees. 
 

 
 
Over 10 years later, the attempt to create a wind break of native trees at Oyster Bay has made 
little progress. This is another coastal location with salty ocean winds that are not hospitable to 
native tree species. Most of coastal California was treeless grassland prior to European 
settlement.  
 

 
1. Fred Pearce, A Trillion Trees:  Restoring Our Forests by Trusting in 

Nature, Greystone Books, 2021.  All quotes in this article are from 
this book. 

 
This post can be found at:  
https://milliontrees.me/2022/07/01/restoring-our-forests-by-trusting-in-nature/ 

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https:/milliontrees.me/2022/07/01/restoring-our-forests-by-trusting-in-nature/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo1MjE1Yjc5NDUxZTJlYjIzODE1YTIxMjMwMWIxMWM2NTo2OjUxZjA6YTYxNGM1ZjA1OWIwYjk2NzI5MGMxNjdjZWQyMzkyM2YyNzFiY2E1ZmU0YTRhNDMyNDMzNGJlMGZiNDAwYzVmYTpoOlQ
https://milliontrees.files.wordpress.com/2022/06/p1090797.jpg
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Subject: Comment on Urban Forestry Council Planning and Funding Commi6ee Mee8ng
Date: Monday, July 4, 2022 at 11:38:00 AM Pacific Daylight Time
From: James Collector
To: Wehner, Kyle (ENV)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

Hello Mr. Wehner,

Please include my comments related to the July 5, 2022 Urban Forestry Council Planning and Funding Commi6ee Mee8ng.

James Collector (SF Resident & Registered Voter who works in ecological landscaping and design and holds a masters in sustainable development
from UC Berkeley)

"Cutting down trees in San Francisco because they are "not native" is a waste of city
resources, especially in light of the fact that SF has not been planting the 4,000 trees per
year that it promised. I demand our tax money support ecological best practices! (Over
the past 10 years, the Department of Public Works and Friends of the Urban Forest have
not planted enough trees to maintain the City’s baseline street tree population." This
trend was recently described in an SF Chronicle article (click here). Therefore, I call
upon the city to use resources to plant new plants/trees without removing existing ones.
"Nativism," the unscientific prioritization of native plants over non-native plants is a
theory wielded by organizations/actors with unethical incentives such as chemical use,
contract profits, and uneducated zeal. Native animals and insects may live in non-native
stands of trees/plants...we do not know the effects of removing non-native plants and
therefore should use the precautionary principle. Destructive acts of tree felling in a city
that prides itself on its environmental leadership go against best ecological practice.
Until we change course, San Francisco is failing our Urban Forest Plan and, by
extension, our Climate Action Plan." 

Kindly,
-- 
James Collector
-
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Subject: Climate Ac+on Plan and Urban Forest Plan
Date: Monday, July 4, 2022 at 3:16:59 AM Pacific Daylight Time
From: SF Forest
To: Wehner, Kyle (ENV), Jue, Tyrone (ENV)
CC: Breed, Mayor London (MYR)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

To: Planning and Funding CommiTee
      Urban Forestry Council
      City and County of San Francisco
 
RE:  Discussion of the planting goal of 30,000 trees by 2040 in the Climate Action Plan and Urban
Forest Plan, including exploration of process and resources for implementation
 
The San Francisco Forest Alliance supports the proposal to plant 30,000 trees within the next 18
years.  However, it is a very modest proposal:

·         Given, that San Francisco’s tree canopy is far below average tree coverage of other major ci+es in
the U.S.
·         Given, that more than 30,000 trees are likely to be either destroyed or die in San Francisco within
the next 18 years, the proposal is unlikely to keep pace with the loss of trees.  As you know, trees are
rou+nely destroyed in San Francisco to               accommodate development, the City has made a
commitment to destroy 18,500 “non-na+ve” trees in city-managed public parks, and thousands of
trees have been and will be destroyed on Mount Sutro.

A “Climate Ac+on Plan and Urban Forest Plan” worthy of its name would take these issues into considera+on:

·         It is more important to stop deforesta+on than it is to plant trees because exis+ng trees store
more carbon than newly planted trees and the survival rate of newly planted trees is not ensured.
·         Newly planted trees must be irrigated while they are establishing their fungal and root
systems.  Extreme drought makes irriga+on both irresponsible and poten+ally impossible.  Any
plan+ng scheme that does not make a commitment to irrigate is a waste of +me, money, and effort.
·         The species of trees selected for plan+ng is more important than the number of trees.  People
with strong preferences for certain species don’t necessarily have the hor+cultural knowledge to
choose species that will be capable of surviving.  For example, everyone loves redwoods, but they will
not survive in a loca+on where they are exposed to salty ocean winds. 
·         Since above-ground carbon storage is propor+onal to biomass, species selected for plan+ng
should be trees rather than the shrubs that some people prefer because they are “na+ve”.
·         It is essen+al to plant organic trees only – those that are not pretreated with neonico+noids.
Neonico+noids are systemic pes+cides that are distributed through a plant, including pollen and
nectar. They can poison bees and other pollinators directly or lead to sublethal effects such as
compromised immune system, altered learning and impaired foraging.

We hope that the Urban Forestry Council will use its exper+se about trees to advise the city about
appropriate tree species for specific loca+ons.  We hope the City of San Francisco will par+cipate in the global
effort to address the challenges of climate change in a responsible manner.
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Thank you for your considera+on,

San Francisco Forest Alliance.
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Subject: Comment on Item 6 on the agenda of Planning and Funding Commi4ee of UFC mee6ng, July 5,
2022

Date: Monday, July 4, 2022 at 4:15:35 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Anastasia Glikshtern
To: Wehner, Kyle (ENV)
CC: Jue, Tyrone (ENV), Breed, Mayor London (MYR), Peskin, Aaron (BOS), Safai, Ahsha (BOS), Board of

Supervisors, (BOS), Stefani, Catherine (BOS), Chan, Connie (BOS), Preston, Dean (BOS), Mar, Gordon
(BOS), Ronen, Hillary, Melgar, Myrna (BOS), MandelmanStaff, [BOS], Walton, Shamann (BOS),
DorseyStaff (BOS)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

To: Planning and Funding Commi4ee
      Urban Forestry Council
      City and County of San Francisco
 
RE:  Discussion of the planting goal of 30,000 trees by 2040 in the Climate Action Plan and Urban
Forest Plan, including exploration of process and resources for implementation
 
Dear Commi4ee members,

You should be well aware that:

 The 2014 SF Urban Forest Plan ( Urban Forest Plan  ) called for 50,000 new street trees by 2034 (not 30,000 by
2040).
 San Francisco's tree canopy is the smallest of any major city in the US.
 The City has made a commitment to destroy 18,500 “non-na6ve” trees in public parks, thousands of trees
have been and will be killed on Mount Sutro, and trees are rou6nely destroyed in San Francisco to
accommodate development.
According to the June 2021 Mayor's Office of Budget and Legisla6ve Analysis Report, 5,000 street trees a year
need to be planted (vs 10-year average of 2,154 street trees planted annually) just to maintain the City’s baseline
street tree population. In 18 years it would be 90,000 (not 30,000) new trees.

It is very clear that the plan6ng goals in the Climate Action Plan and Urban Forest Plan are woefully inadequate.

The following issues should be taken into considera6on:

STOP DEFORESTATION! Exis6ng trees store more carbon than new saplings, the stored carbon is released when a tree is killed, the survival of
newly planted trees is not guaranteed. and the rate of survival is unknown. The NRMP calling for destruc6on of 18,500 mature healthy trees
must be cancelled.
There should be a mechanism for tree protec6on in new projects.
Newly planted trees must be irrigated while they are gekng established.  Extreme drought makes irriga6on both irresponsible and
poten6ally impossible.  Any plan6ng scheme that does not make a commitment to irrigate is a waste of 6me, money, and effort. 
The species of trees selected for plan6ng is more important than the number of trees.  The selec6on should not be based on "na6ve"/"non-
na6ve" designa6on, but on ability of a tree to survive and capacity for carbon storage (propor6onal to biomass).
Only organic trees – those that are not pretreated with neonico6noids - should be planted. Neonico6noids are systemic pes6cides that are
distributed through a plant, including pollen and nectar. They can poison bees and other pollinators directly or lead to sublethal effects such
as compromised immune system, altered learning and impaired foraging. 
It is important to have a record of trees removed, planted, and survived/not survived aoer plan6ng. 

Please make the necessary adjustments.

Thank you,
Anastasia Glikshtern

https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://default.sfplanning.org/plans-and-programs/planning-for-the-city/urban-forest-plan/Urban_Forest_Plan_Final-092314WEB.pdf___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo4OWZlZTQ3ZjE4YzFhYThiYTRiMGM0MjUxYjg3MjQzOTo2OjkxMWQ6YjFkYzBmM2VhMTJhYzA5Y2UyZDZhMmU5YjkyZDBlNzE2N2YxODY1NzA5MTM0NjJiYmRjZDY2ZDE1NTY4NjAzOTpoOkY
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Subject: SAVE THE TREES, PLANT MORE!!
Date: Monday, July 4, 2022 at 4:54:57 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: R o b i n S h e r r e r
To: Wehner, Kyle (ENV)

 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

 

To: Planning and Funding CommiOee
      Urban Forestry Council
      City and County of San Francisco
 
RE:  Discussion of the planting goal of 30,000 trees by 2040 in the Climate Action Plan and Urban
Forest Plan, including exploration of process and resources for implementation
 
The San Francisco Forest Alliance supports the proposal to plant 30,000 trees within the next 18
years. However, it is a very modest proposal:

·         Given, that San Francisco’s tree canopy is far below average tree coverage of other major ci^es in
the U.S.
·         Given, that more than 30,000 trees are likely to be either destroyed or die in San Francisco within
the next 18 years, the proposal is unlikely to keep pace with the loss of trees.  As you know, trees are
rou^nely destroyed in San Francisco to               accommodate development, the City has made a
commitment to destroy 18,500 “non-na^ve” trees in city-managed public parks, and thousands of
trees have been and will be destroyed on Mount Sutro.

A “Climate Ac^on Plan and Urban Forest Plan” worthy of its name would take these issues into considera^on:

·         It is more important to stop deforesta^on than it is to plant trees because exis^ng trees store
more carbon than newly planted trees and the survival rate of newly planted trees is not ensured.
·         Newly planted trees must be irrigated while they are establishing their fungal and root
systems. Extreme drought makes irriga^on both irresponsible and poten^ally impossible.  Any
plan^ng scheme that does not make a commitment to irrigate is a waste of ^me, money, and effort.
·         The species of trees selected for plan^ng is more important than the number of trees.  People
with strong preferences for certain species don’t necessarily have the hor^cultural knowledge to
choose species that will be capable of surviving.  For example, everyone loves redwoods, but they will
not survive in a loca^on where they are exposed to salty ocean winds.  
·         Since above-ground carbon storage is propor^onal to biomass, species selected for plan^ng
should be trees rather than the shrubs that some people prefer because they are “na^ve”.
·         It is essen^al to plant organic trees only – those that are not pretreated with neonico^noids.
Neonico^noids are systemic pes^cides that are distributed through a plant, including pollen and
nectar. They can poison bees and other pollinators directly or lead to sublethal effects such as
compromised immune system, altered learning and impaired foraging.

We hope that the Urban Forestry Council will use its exper^se about trees to advise the city about
appropriate tree species for specific loca^ons.  We hope the City of San Francisco will par^cipate in the global
effort to address the challenges of climate change in a responsible manner. 

 

Thank you for your considera^on,
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Robin Sherrer

R o b i n S h e r r e r  
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Subject: July 5 Urban Forestry Council mee5ng, Item 6
Date: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 at 4:25:49 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Tom Borden
To: Wehner, Kyle (ENV)

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or aRachments from untrusted sources.

I would like to comment on item 6.  I strongly support a plan5ng goal
of 30,000 trees by 2040 in the Climate Ac5on Plan and Urban Forest
Plan.  It is important that the types of trees selected for various
loca5ons be capable of growing quickly to a substan5al size.  Trees
should be selected based on their ability to thrive in urban San
Francisco loca5ons.  Selec5on priority should not be given to "na5ve"
species which never grew here in profusion and are even less suitable
today given urbaniza5on and climate change.

San Francisco will never reach net zero without expanding our urban
forest, which means plan5ng new trees and also maintaining our stock of
large mature trees.  I hope you are thinking about trees on SFRPD and
SFPUC lands in addi5on to street trees.

Regards,

Tom Borden
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